
“The soul could have no rainbow had the eyes no tears.”             

 -John Vance Cheney 
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“The weight of grief is lighter when shared.” - Anonymous 
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By Anne Thorn 

 

Hundreds, maybe even thousands of times, since I lost Toby 

I have pondered my desire to carry on living. I still don't 

know how I have carried on, because if you had asked me 

two years ago how I would cope with losing Toby I would 

have told you with 100% certainty that not only would I not 

want to go on, I wouldn't be able to. 

 

Well, life is full of surprises and I am constantly surprised, 

even shocked, at the way I have coped. I don't think         

surviving after your child dies makes you brave, but I do feel 

I have displayed a great deal of courage over the last year 

and a bit. 

 

My Dad was diagnosed with cancer days after Toby's funeral 

and I nursed him until his death just a few short months 

later. That was brave. You could say I had no choice, but 

there is always a choice. I could have collapsed under a 

haze of anti-depressants or alcohol or stress, but I got up 

every day and not only did what I had to do, I looked after 

my Dad, took him to hospital appointments and made his 

last days as happy as I could in the circumstances. 

 

I had no space to grieve for my son. Maybe this was a  

blessing in disguise, I don't know and I can't say, even now. 

Then I was left alone, but I got up every day and did all the 

normal things. I showered, did my hair, put on make-up, 

Remember Your Loved One With a Gift To SOSL  

Chances are if you are reading this newsletter you have, or are now receiving, some benefit from SOSL newsletters.  We 

distribute more than 1600 newsletters every quarter to persons across the United States. People like you respond that 

they are encouraged and challenged by it. Encouraged, because there are stories of hope and healing, challenged   

because there is a lot more work to be done to educate others about mental illnesses and suicide.   

Please consider a  gift to support the work of SOSL.  You can indicate your gift in memory of your loved one or to honor 

someone on their birthday, anniversary or special occasion. Remember your gift is entirely tax-deductible as SOSL is a 

501(c)(3) organization. 

 If your company or business has grants for charities please help get SOSL on the list.  

 Some businesses provide matching funds for their employees. 

You can also give through United Way by designating Survivors of Suicide Loss as recipient of your donation. You can direct your  

donation to SOSL under “Other Giving Options” on the bottom of the United Way form, indicate “Other 501(c)(3) Organization” and 

write in "Survivors of Suicide Loss " and our address (Listed below).   
Please use the enclosed envelope for your donation or mail your donation to: 

 

SOSL, PO Box 3297, La Mesa, CA 91944      THANK YOU!  

went out. I did not look or act like a grieving Mum. When I 

say that I should explain that I am aware that most people 

including myself have preconceptions about how people 

should behave in certain circumstances. I myself was 

guilty of judging Kate McCann when Madeleine McCann 

went missing because she didn't look like a Mum who had 

just lost her little girl. She appeared on TV emotionless, 

calm and collected and spoke to the press and TV people. 

I expected her to be a quivering, weeping wreck. When I 

lost Toby I totally understood. I went into shock and when 

a policeman knocked on my door and told me my son had 

taken his own life, I just walked around and made tea and 

thought that I had to cancel the chimney sweep. 

 

The next day I went to Argos to collect a juicer I had      

ordered online the day before I knew my son was dead. I 

was standing in the queue in Argos thinking 'what would 

people think of me if they knew I was in Argos the day  

after my son died'. It was bizarre. I know now that I was in 

shock and I know now that my body and brain had shifted 

into some kind of 'emergency shut down' mode that would 

enable me to function over the next few weeks when I had 

to honor my son and lay him to rest and say goodbye. I 

had to give him a sendoff that would enable his friends to 

say goodbye. I couldn't collapse, I had to go on and I did. 

 

I can't remember a single day when I didn't get up and get  
Continued on Page 5 
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Don't be afraid to ask for help from those close to you when you need it. So much hurt and pain go 

unheeded during grief because we don't want to bother anyone else with our problems. Wouldn't 

you want someone close to you to ask for help if they needed it? Some relativloes and friends will not be able to handle your grief. Find 

someone with whom to talk. Seek out an understanding friend, survivor, or support group member. 

You Are Not Alone… 

“Sorrow makes us all children again.” - Ralph Waldo Emerson  

The Healing Power of a Hug 

  

When you need to talk to          

someone who has experienced a 

loss of…                              

Spouse/Partner                                

Marissa O.*              619-421-6155 

Maureen L.               619-469-3110       

Anne W.                    619-295-0388 

Son 

Christa S.                  858-755-3400      

Cheryl W.    619-277-0913 

 

Daughter 

Cheryl V.                   760-942-7869 

Marie M.                   619-470-1932 

Gen K.                   619-306-3086 

 

Parent                                                      

Paul  G. (Mother) *   760-815-1482 

 

Family Member/Friend 

Diane L. (Brother)   619-660-0740 

Pam E.  (Brother)     760-415-5604  

Cindy P. (Sister)        858-461-0063 

Jeanie F. (Friend)*  619- 417-2788                  

 

*Bilingual:  English-Spanish 

Helpful Websites 

American Assoc. of Suicidology  

www.suicidology.org  

American Foundation for  Suicide 

Prevention            www.afsp.org  

Compassionate Friends 

www.compassionatefriends.org  

GROWW Friends Helping Friends 

www.groww.org/Branches/sos.htm 

It’s Up to Us          www.up2sd.org 

For local resources, suicide       

prevention programs and support 

for survivors of suicide loss.  

Suicide Prevention Resource Ctr.  

www.sprc.org  

Suicide is Preventable  

www.suicideispreventable.org  

Yellow Ribbon Suicide Prevention 

Program     www.yellowribbon.org  

According to studies done at both the University of Arkansas and the University of North 

Carolina hugging does all of the following and more:  Touch is not only nice, it is needed. 

Scientific research supports the theory that stimulation by touch is absolutely  

necessary for our physical as well as our emotional wellbeing. While there are many 

forms of touching, hugging is a form of physical touch that can be administered by all 

with no special training or equipment required and that contributes in a major way to 

healing and health. We all need “Hug Therapy.” Especially after a loss to suicide.  

 

Why Hug?                                                                                                                                                                                

Hugging feels good 

Hugging dispels loneliness 

Hugging helps us overcome fears 

Hugging opens doors to feelings 

Hugging helps build self-esteem 

Hugging fosters altruism 

Hugging curbs our appetite 

Hugging eases tension                                                                                                                                                        

Hugging lowers blood pressure 

Hugging helps fight insomnia                                                                                                                                                        

Hugging decreases the risk of heart disease 

Hugging affirms our physical being 

Hugging increases hemoglobin blood counts 

Hugging offers a healthy, safe alternative to alcohol and drugs 

Hugging imparts feelings of belonging 

Hugging effects keeps on working, even once the hug is over 

Hugging helps relieve physical pain 

Hugging heals 

 
References for the studies available upon request.  

 
 

Datron World Communications - Grant funding for the revision of our     

website and acquisition of much needed equipment.  
Strategic Information Group - Large donation that will cover three issues of 

Hope & Comfort. 

 

 If your company or business has grants for charities, please help get SOSL on the 

list.  

 Some businesses provide matching funds for their employees. 

THANK YOU!  

SAN DIEGO SURVIVORS OF SUICIDE LOSS DAY  

SAVE THE DATE            Saturday, April 27, 2013    10 am to 2:30 pm  

See details on the enclosed flier or on line at www.soslsd.org 
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“Joys are our wings, sorrows our spurs.” - Jean Paul Richter  

A Mother’s Suicide — Letter to a New Survivor 

By Diane Conn, Conndiane@aol.com 

 

I never expected to have anything to do with the word suicide 

other than to read about it happening out there somewhere, 

far from me. But one day it came right into my home. 

 

I was seventeen and at college the snowy evening I got a 

phone call from my father telling me that my mother had died 

that afternoon in the garage with the car running. She had 

killed herself and been cremated before I knew she was dead. 

We didn’t have a funeral. That’s what the shame and secrecy 

did years ago. I had no words. Opened my mouth and closed it 

again, over and over, like a fish trying to breathe. I was beyond 

devastated. 

 

I was now one of them– people who have a suicide in their 

family or close to them. The millions of Americans who have 

lost someone to suicide and crossed that line that separated 

them from us. It never occurred to me that suicide could    

happen in a family like ours. But it happens in every kind of 

family, every hour of every day of every month of every year.  

 

You will never hear the word suicide the same way again. You 

may not be able to talk to anyone in your family or close to the 

person who died about it. In time, if we work at it, we thaw and 

words can come out. Don’t censor your feelings, at least to 

yourself. There are support groups, web sites, help lines and 

people who will listen and support you. 

 

Don’t worry if you feel sad, angry, numb, fearful, alone,       

disappointed, judgmental, separate. Anything goes. It is a new 

road, and even though you are not alone on it, you have to 

travel it yourself. There are many resources now. People     

talking about their experiences and sharing hope. 

 

The shock of having my mother die by suicide took a long time 

to move out of me. How would I grow up without a mother? I 

replayed conversations, comments, jokes, everything that had 

to do with my mother over and over in my head. But I couldn’t 

change the ending. I had to learn to have my feelings about it 

and do what I could to feel better, which included crying, 

shouting, writing, reading, drawing, therapy. I also learned 

whom to trust to talk about it, and how to ask for help.  

 

I have come to an acceptance about it. I learned that it was 

not my fault. Now I also know that most suicides are the result 

of undiagnosed depression. Years later, in the way that      

happens with suicides, I found out that my mother was half-

way out of the car when they found her– trying to get out. I 

had to talk about it all over again, and that’s okay. I have 

made a short film, "After a Suicide," which is on YouTube. I am 

also producing a full-length documentary on suicide. 

 

There will always be questions. We don’t get over it. But for 

today I have integrated the loss and have a full and peaceful 

life. Please remember that no matter how it feels, you are not 

alone with your loss. Reach out so you can get help and work 

through the loss. You can reclaim your life. It really does get 

better. You can do this, one day at a time. 

 The 2013 Forum for Healthy Minds presents:  

 

THE ROAD TO HEALING: 

NAVIGATING PATHS TO RECOVERY 
 

Keynote Speaker: Dr. Mark Komrad  
Author of “You Need Help: A Step-by-Step Plan to Convince a Loved One to Get Counseling”  

 

Saturday, May 18, 2013 • 8:30am - 3:30pm 

Abraxas High School • 12450 Glen Oak Road Poway, CA 92064 
 
Powerful Workshops for parents, teens, and young adults aimed towards empowerment, motivation, knowledge 

and understanding, creative healing, and take-away skills to bring into your daily life.  

Resource and Arts Fair featuring over 30 San Diego health and wellness organizations, community resources, and 

local artisans’ crafts.  

Plus breakfast, lunch, raffle prizes, a place to make new contacts,  share your story, and find support. 
 

For programming and registration information visit: www.cahmsd.org 

Community Alliance for Healthy Minds (CAHM)  

mailto:Conndiane@aol.com


S O S L  S u p p o r t  G r o u p  M e e t i n g s - S a n  D i e g o  

Encinitas Community Center / ECC 
2nd & 4th MONDAY S  7-8:30 pm / March 11 & 25, April 8 & 22, May 13 & 27 

1140 Oakcrest Park Dr., Encinitas, 92024 – North County Coastal Room 116          
 

From I-5: Take the ENCINITAS BLVD. exit (EAST), turn RIGHT onto BALOUR DR., turn   

                LEFT onto OAKCREST PARK DR. 

Grossmont-Sharp Hospital / GSH  
2nd FRIDAY    7–8:30 pm / March 8, April 12, May 10 

5555 Grossmont Center Dr., La Mesa, 91942 - East County (Cardiovascular Center, 

Room 1)    Look for SOSL sign.  Validated parking in structure.  
 

From I-8 E: Take the FLETCHER PKWY exit. Turn RIGHT onto GROSSMONT CTR DR.   

From I-8 W: Take the GROSSMONT CTR DR. Exit  toward LA MESA BLVD. Turn    

                          RIGHT onto GROSSMONT CTR DR. 

Scripps Mercy Hospital / SMH 
3rd MONDAY    7-8:30 pm / March 18, April 15, May 20     

4077 5th Ave., San Diego, 92103 –Hillcrest  Check at  Information Desk for location   

                                                             Validated parking in structure. 
 

From CA-163 S: Take the WASHINGTON ST exit (WEST). Turn RIGHT onto 5thAVE. 

South Bay Group / SBG     
3rd THURSDAY   7-8:30 pm / March 21, April 18, May 16 

497 E St., Chula Vista, 91910 - South County (Pilgrim Lutheran Church) 

Park on 5th Ave. near Pilgrim Lutheran School. Enter in front of church (E St.)      

Look for SOSL sign.  
 

From I-5: Take E Street exit, Turn RIGHT (going North), Turn LEFT (going South).  

Clairemont Emmanuel Baptist Church / CEBC 
2nd and  4th TUESDAY S   7-8:30 pm / March 12 & 26, April 9 & 23, May 14 & 28      

2610 Galveston St., San Diego, 92110 - Mission Bay Area     
 

From I-5: Take the CLAIREMONT DR exit, (EAST) Turn RIGHT onto GALVESTON ST.  

Drive down to the lower parking lot. As you leave the parking lot, walk straight ahead 

and the room will be in the first building on your left.  

Riverside County Group / RCG 
2nd and  4th MONDAYS   7-8:30 p.m. / March 11 & 25, April 8 & 22, May 13 & 27 

29029 Murrieta Rd., Sun City, 92586 - First Baptist Church of Sun City                      

 

Must call before attending: Kathy 951-679-2008  

Aurora Behavioral Health Center / ABHC 
1st WEDNESDAY   7-8:30 pm./  March 6, April 3, May 1 

11878 Avenue of Industry, San Diego, 92128 — N. County Inland (Private Dining Rm) 
 

From I-15 S: Exit CAMINO DEL NORTE and TURN LEFT; turn Right at CARMEL MT.   

               RD., turn RIGHT at INNOVATION DRIVE, turn RIGHT at AVENUE OF INDUSTRY 

Our meetings are held in an atmosphere that is warm and friendly. Anyone who has lost a family member or friend is invited to attend.  

Feelings shared are kept confidential and discussed only within the confines of the group meeting.  Thus, our SOSL groups provide a 

comfortable, non-threatening setting to share our experiences and thoughts. Questions are encouraged to assist in coping with the  

different stages of the grieving process and with the feelings that are particularly intense in the aftermath of suicide—denial, shock, 

disbelief, sadness, anger, relief (for some), guilt and shame. We end our discussion sessions by sharing something positive that has 

recently taken place or something good you are anticipating. 
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“A deep distress has humanized my Soul.” - William Wordsworth  
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NEW !!  Teen Support Group / TSG 
2nd and 4th WEDNESDAYS   7-8:30 pm / March 13 & 27, April 10 & 24, May 8 & 

22 

Herbin Acupuncture and Wellness Center                                                                  

2801 Fourth Ave. (on the corner of 4th & Olive), San Diego, CA 92103   

 

Parent group at the same location for parents bringing teens  



Continued from Page 1 

 

showered and do my hair and make up. All my logic and instincts told myself that I should be lying on the floor weeping for at 

least 6 months. 

 

So it has been a learning experience and I have learned not to judge anyone who is grieving and I hope people won’t judge me 

and think that just because I appear to be strong and brave and coping well that I didn’t love my son with every fiber of my  

being and that I don’t miss him with an aching, searing intensity every second of every day. 

 

So what’s next for me? I don’t know is the answer. To all      

intents and purposes I am doing amazingly well, but it is still 

early days. Since Toby died, I lost my Dad, I got a job, I wrote 

my blog, I wrote newspaper articles about my experience and   

became a trustee for a charity that is working to reduce young 

suicide called PAPYRUS. I got a puppy and I completed a    

counseling course and joined a choir and even went to Salsa      

classes for a while. 

 

How I did any of that stuff I don’t know, maybe I just have an 

inner strength and survival mechanism that spurs me on. Have 

I had dark times? Yes of course I have, many, many and as I 

started this blog post I have thought many times about just 

quitting this life. 

 

So what stops me? The other day it hit me in the stomach and 

made me weep. I don’t want this to be the end of my story. I 

don’t want to be the Headline, ‘Grieving Mum couldn’t go on 

after losing her son’. 

 

I want the headline of my obituary to read ‘Despite facing    

adversity,  Anne……. Fill in the blanks …….climbed Everest and 

raised a million pounds for charity….. met the love of her 

life……….. started a support group that helped hundreds of   

parents…….. her efforts reduced young suicide….. won the  

lottery and bought a villa in Tuscany… won the Nobel peace 

prize …..opened an animal sanctuary, the list can go on.  
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“The best way out of emotional pain is through it.” - Anonymous  

Faith Based Support Groups* 

 

North Coast Church, Vista, Tower 6  

2405 N. Santa Fe Avenue 

Vista, CA 92084 

 

1st Thursday of the month | 7:30 – 9 pm  

No reservations needed  

 

Contact Amy D’Arcy, Facilitator at darcy3@sbcglobal.net  
 

********************************************************************** 

AFTERSHOCK SUICIDE LOSS 

 

Rock Church 

2277 Rosecrans St., Room 344,  

San Diego, CA 92106 

 

2nd & 4th Thursdays | 6:30 - 8:30 PM 

 

http://www.sdrock.com/ministries/suicideloss/ 

 

Contact Michele Madden, Facilitator at                             

aftershock@sdrock.com  

 

* Faith Based Groups not affiliated with SOSL  

NEW! Support Group for Teens Ages 13-19 Years  
 

Where:       Herbin Acupuncture and Wellness Center  

      2801 Fourth Avenue (on the corner of 4th and Olive St) 

      San Diego, CA 92103 

When:    2nd and 4th Wednesdays ~ 7 to 8:30 pm  

What:     Support group for teens providing a safe environment to discuss loss of a family member or friend to suicide,  Group 

sessions consist of conversation, memorial activities, learning coping tools, writing and other activities to help teens support 

each other.   

Facilitated by April Koljonen, Psy.D. and Laila Madni   

Dr. Koljonen is a licensed psychologist (PSY24047). She has treated hundreds of adolescents and families (individually and in 

groups) at Rady Children's Hospital for various health conditions and bereavement issues.   

Laila Madni graduated from the University of Southern California and is currently a doctoral student in clinical psychology. She 

has worked with children and adolescents in both inpatient and outpatient settings. Laila specializes in suicide prevention 

and crisis intervention. 

There will be a parent group at the same location for parents bringing teens.                                                                               

Facilitated by Scott Johnson,  SOSL Facilitator   

Continued: Coping with the Loss of a Child 

http://www.sdrock.com/ministries/suicideloss/
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“No winter lasts forever; no spring skips its turn.” - Hal Borland 

Remembering Our Loved Ones 

This is a section of the Hope & Comfort newsletter where we can remember our loved ones by name with a short message.  

It is important to be able to see, hear and speak the name of the person we have lost. Please use the form provided below 

to send information to remember your loved one. We publish the newsletter four times a year. If you wish to have your     

request in a particular issue, please send the information one month prior to the publication date. 

 

PLEASE NOTE THIS NEWSLETTER IS POSTED ON OUR WEBSITE AND IS PICKED UP BY GOOGLE, etc.  

 

Schedule for 2013 

 

Summer 2013 June, July, August    Request due by May 1st 

Fall 2013 September, October, November   Request due by August 1st 

Winter 2013-14 December, January, February   Request due by November 1st  

 

If your request arrives late, we will include it in the next issue, unless you indicate otherwise.  We will do our very best to 

place your information in the issue you request. A donation of any amount is appreciated to help cover costs of printing and 

mailing, but is not required and no request will be denied for financial reasons.  

Please use this form to remember your loved one.  

 

Name of your loved one_________________________________________________ Relationship ___________________________________ 

 

Date of birth____________________________ Anniversary date ___________________________ 

 

Issue requested    Summer _____   Fall _____  Winter _____ 

 

Requested by ___________________________________________________  (name)  

 

Message: Please limit to 25 words or less, if possible. Longer messages may be edited if needed to accommodate all requests.  

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Please mail to: SOSL,  PO Box 3297, La Mesa, CA 91944-3297         OR         email the above info to info@soslsd.org  

Janet Blain Cooper (daughter) 
8/26/1953 – 12/29/2005 

 
Seven years and I still miss her. I see her beautiful  

children. Her grandchildren will never know her. I love 
her. Will the pain ever go away?  

 

Heather Kathleen Rybak (sister) 
12/11/1975 – 3/9/2006 

 
We miss you Heather. 

 
Love, Paul, Holly, Walt, and Mary Ann 

Dr. Keith E. Clark (son) 
5/18/1961 – 4/21/2000 

 
I know your spirit is with us. I feel your presence.  

You are our angel. 
 

Mary Ellen Reagan 

Peter Shawn (son) 
4/19/1964 – 2/24/2006 

 
We miss you. Remembering you on your anniversary 

and your birthday and every other day.                              
 

Love, Mom 

mailto:info@soslsd.org
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Anonymous 

 

Bonnie Bear (husband, Gordon)  

“I love you, you are forever in my heart” 

 

Caroline Blain 

 

Phyllis Bloom 

“In memory of my beloved son Jeff Bloom” 

 

David and Mercedes Browning 

 

Maria Contrestano (father Rodolfo Luis)  

“Always in our hearts” 

 

Jennifer Crawford (mother Sandy Benedict)  

“It’s been 34 years since you passed away, but it still feels like it 

was yesterday. I miss you and I love you. Always.” 

 

Karen Cullen 

“In memory of my son, Peter Shawn, we miss you.”  

 

Nenita Diebel 

 

Eric J. Drobinski Memorial Foundation  

“In memory of Eric J. Drobinski”  

 

Steve and Sharon Elggren (Troy)  

“We hold you close in our hearts, love you guy” 

 

Mary England (son Bobby Carroll)  

“I will love you always” 

 

 

CONTRIBUTORS: 

Charles and Lyn Granger 

“In memory of Warren Mack” 

                                                                                                                                                     

Leslie Joseph 

“In memory of Sam Joseph” 

 

Margaret Klatt 

 

Wynter Kugel 

 

Mike and Shannon Kurtz (Jeremy) 

 

Karen Olson 

 

Theresa Onak (Jeff and Sean McQuilken)  

“Love you forever” 

 

Robert Parker 

 

Mary Ellen Reagan 

 

Michael and Margaret Strahm 

“In memory of Aaron” 

 

Lindsey Taylor 

“In memory of Brent Howard Dyson” 

 

Peggy Wallace 

 

Keith Wilner 

“In memory of Marie Shurgot” 

 

Dan and Colleen Zazworsky 

“In memory of Brian” 

 

Board of Directors 

Annette Conway, PhD          Camille Currier       

Linda Hunt                            Scott Johnson  

Ruth McKercher, PhD          Jennifer Morel          

Mark Nanzer                                  

Officers 

Chair                              Paul Gagliardi 

Treasurer                       Mike Turner 

Secretary            Marla Kingkade   

Executive Director                   Bonnie Bear 

Administrative Assistant         Lisa Holcomb 

Webmaster         Scott Johnson 

Newsletter Designer               Tracy  Christy   

Newsletter Editor                    Camille Currier 

Survivors of Suicide Loss, Inc., is a nonprofit, nonsectarian, self-help support 

group system for those who have lost a relative or friend to suicide. 
 

The Hope & Comfort Newsletter staff is dedicated to the primary goal of        

publishing articles and information, which will be of assistance in the grieving 

and healing process of our readers. 
 

We welcome your written contributions for inclusion in the newsletter, however, 

we reserve the right to publish only those articles that are considered to be of 

benefit to the majority of our  readers.  
 

Please send all correspondence to: 
 

Survivors of Suicide Loss 
P.O. Box 3297 

La Mesa, CA 91944-3297 

 

Helpline  619-482-0297  Website www.soslsd.org   Email info@soslsd.org  

About SOSL  Officers & Volunteers 

Hope & Comfort Spring 2013 

“I can't change the direction of the wind; but I can adjust my sails.” - Anonymous  

Thank you for those of you who donate through the United Way 

Thanks to all of you for supporting SOSL. SOSL is a 501(c)(3)organization.                                     

Your donations are tax deductible.  


